WEEKLY NEWSLETTER

“IF YOU COULD HAVE A POWER…” PART 1 - ARTICLE

SHAZAM! To round off a particularly productive term (gotta
love exams), as well as give our pupils a memorable but temporary
farewell for the Easter period (you're lying if you haven't already
eyed up what type of chocolate egg you're gonna demolish), both
pupils from the Works and the Hub took a trip to the cinema. The
movie? A Superhero flick called SHAZ... oh wait, I already blew it.
Now, we’re all familiar with our movie-goer types. You’ve got your
talker (I’m looking at you, Jake) providing a relentless running
commentary of his thoughts and ideas for the good folks of row G, F
and E to experience (nice one, lad). You’ve got your silencer (that’s
right, Josh), consistently shushing any trace of noise pollution not
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emanating from the screen indiscriminately and within a whopping 2
metre radius (P.S, this is a boat load of fun when your talker and
silencer are only 2 seats apart). You’ve got your chuckler (you know
it’s you, Bobby) filling the screen with bellow after bellow of chortles
and howls no matter the joke thrown his way (I’ll give it to ya though
Bobby, the film was pretty funny).
With the film depicting a boy turned hero, readily able to muster a
concoction of different powers whenever he belts the word ‘SHAZAM’,
it was safe to say our pupil’s imaginations were set ablaze (Hell, so
was mine). Like a virus (but like, a good one), a question spread
amongst our pupils minds; “If you could have a power, what would it
be?” Bailey quickly wished for telekinesis, the ability to move objects
with nothing but his noggin. And so what if it’s just to scare corner
shopkeepers by inexplicably floating lion bars out of their
establishments without a perpetrator in sight (we all have our
calling).
Nick, originally certain of his, chose the ability to faze through solid
matter, making him the perfect vault robber (or so he thought…).

